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Do you use your voice for work? Do you want to become a better voiceover actor, singer, or public

speaker? This book, written by well-known and respected voice talent Rodney Saulsberry, contains

fun and challenging tongue twisters and vocal warm-ups that prepare you to read commercial,

promo, narration, trailer, and animation copy with the proper energy and vocal dexterity. Learn how

to deal with mouth clicks and sibilance issues, breathe correctly, control plosive words, and master

microphone technique. Plus, get great tips on everyday vocal care from other professionals as well

as tips on how to succeed in the voiceover industry. A PDF file of the author's most popular tongue

twisters from YouTube is included with this download.
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I was looking for some exercises to do to improve my video voice overs, and this looked like what i

was looking for. And for the most part, there is some good material in here. Even the long silly

paragraphs without any punctuation are pretty useful. It has a good variety of old and news stuff

practice on and that is good. What I find annoying is how this book (and other books i have

purchased on ) repeat the same material over and over again to fill up the pages of the book. Do

you really need to repeat the same tongue twister three to six times separated by "Good. Now do it

faster". "Ok. Now do it Faster" and "Now do it even faster" ?

I give the book "Tongue Twisters and Vocal Warm-Ups" by Rodney Saulsberry a 5 star rating. This

book is super handy and a definite must have. I use this book to warm-up for auditions and voice



over jobs. Rodney is a top voice over artist in the field and I have been able to attend some group

classes of his. I love it because I can now have Rodney with me all the time and his wisdom and

knowledge is right at my fingertips.He is an excellent teacher and very encouraging. This book

carries the same tone as Rodney teaching in person. He provides commentary and pointers and

helpful information. There are a lot of vocal warm-ups and tongue twisters in here, he even gives

specific tongue twisters for different genres, like video games. I like that you get bonus chapters on

mic techniques, vocal care and allergies and sinus care. I live in the south and there is no escaping

this environment which promotes sinus issues. SiINGERS, DON'T FEEL LEFT OUT -- there is a

chapter dedicated to you.

I'm a voiceover with 10 plus years experience and I find this book to be an invaluable resource.

Practicing these tongue twisters, vo copy and breathing exercises are excellent ways to keep your

reads sharp and your voice strong. Because of this book I've made huge strides being able to read

tags at a very fast pace and early in my career I was able to eliminate my New York regionalism

with the help of these great tongue twisters. Awesome book. Buy it today!

A great book, and not just for actors. Teaching writing in prison I use it to help my students pay

attention to the sounds that are speech, to make them more aware of how meaningful sounds and

inflections can be morphed into marks on paper. Mindful speech may also let them present

themselves more usefully to the world, including parole boards.

awesome !!

Good stuff to prepare for serious voiceover scripts.

Valuable information for anyone using their voice professionally. The tongue twisters work

amazingly well along with all of the warm up tips. Great advice on every page. The subtitle should

really be "Proper Care and Feeding of The Human Voice For Profit". KUDOS to the author!

Love this wonderful warm up and it has a wealth of information. I Love the tongue twisters and have

memorized a few :).So glad Rodney has put this book together along with sharing some of his

wonderful techniques that have led him to have such a successful ever growing career.
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